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Abstract

We lay out a theoretical framework to evrduate waterrnarking twh-
niques for intellwtud prope@ protwtion @P). Basal on this frame-
work, we audyze two waterrnarking t~hniques for the graph col-
oring problem . Since credibifi~ and overhead are the most
important criteria for any efficient watermarking technique, we de-
five forsmdae that i~ustrate the trade-off behvwn cr~l~li~ ad
overhad. Asymptoticrdly we prove that arbitrarily high crtibifity
can be achieved with at most I-color-overhwd for both proposed
waterruarking techniques.

1 Introduction

protecting sofhvare from piracy is one of the most crucird issues in
computer science. me time-to-market pressure drives intellectual
property (W) into the center of seved trends sweeping through to-
day’s electronic design automation @DA) and application specific
integrated circuits (ASIC) industries, me requirement for the ex-
change of P in the design of system-on-chip is weU documented.
As the price of hardware drops and the price of ticensed software
goes up, piracy becomes more lucrative. From the P providers’
point of view, there is an urgent nd for protmtion technique(s)
to recoup huge R&D inv=truents on their P and to keep profits
beyond the reach of pirates.

Watermsrking or data hiding is designed to mmt this demand.
Basically, watersnarking intention~y embeds digitrd information
into the software for purposes such as identification and copyright.
Such information cotid be the author’s name, company name or
other messages higNy related to the owner an~or the legal users
of the software. If nec~sary, this information carsbe used in court
to prove the authorship of the software or the Iegd users entifled to
distribute copies.

In recent years, the industry of @P has grown vigorously. Nu-
merous techniques have been proposed to watermark digitrd image,
audio, video, text, and even hardware design process. Ideas were
explained, experiments were carried out, and the experimented re-
sults have been well amdyzed. Most authors dso discussed the
advantages and disadvantages of their proposed techniques. How-
ever, such discussion is audotrd and lacks formrd analysis and
systematic comparison of existing waterruarking twhniques. As
the market for PP techniques expands, P providers will face more
and more choices and it wiUbe naturrd for them to ask the quwtion
which technique is the best to watemrk our IP? Among the most
common concerns are

. how much information can we embed without degrading the
quti~ of our P?

Petission to mke di~tat or kd copies of M or pti of tSds~$,orkfor pemod or
&.sroom me k ~nted \\itiout fee protided tit copies are not mde or &h&
uted for profit or conuner~ ad~,mbge ad tit copies bw W notice and tie fuu
dtation on the fist page. To copy otientie, to repubkh, to post on =mrers or to
redktibute to L<&,rqtia prior S-C petision and/or a fee.
ICCWS. Sm Jo\c. CA USA

. how much information do we have to embed to prove our
authorship?

~ese are the major questions we addr~s in this paper. As the
first attempt to theoretically analyze waterrnarking tmhniques, the
primary objwtive of this paper is to lay out anrdyticd foundations
for W kinds of waterrnarking twhuiques, not ody for those dis-
cussed here.

We take two waterrnarking techniques for the graph coloring
problem as examples. me first one forces some we~-chosen pairs
of vertices to be labeled with different colors by adding extra edges
in between. me swond technique selmts one (or more) indepen-
dent set(s) from the originrd graph and marks each set with exactiy
one color.

We explain each technique by a smfl example, then we do
the asymptoticrd amdysis which answers the above quwtions about
credibility and overhtid (number of extra colors required in the
GC). Surpnsin@y, the resdt shows that arbitiy high crdbitity
can be achieved with at most one color overhead for both tech-
niques we propose. ~s is twted by numencrd simtiation on ran-
dom graphs. FinWy we color seved sets of random graphs, graphs
from rerd-life benchmarks and the DMCS challenge graphs. For
most instanca, the watermark graphs can be colord with no
overhead with the same amount of run-time.

k the next swtion, we briefly review the relatd work. We pro-
pose and discuss two watermarking techniques for GC in the fol-
lowing two swtions. We report the experiment restits in section
5 and then conclude.

2 Related Work

me most relevant related work are efforts in digiti watermarking,
PP, and the theo~ of random graphs.

An efficient digitd watermark must have high crdbility, low
overhead and be resihent, transparent and percepturd invisible. Re-
cenfly, many tahniques for watermarking digit~ data (text, image,
audio, video and mtitimedia) have been developed [1,3,4, 10, 12].
~ese twhniques simply add a signature to the digitd data and thus
change the originrd data. me transparency of the signature reties
on human’s insensitiveness to the changes of the da~

Watemarking for the purpose of PP, on the other hind, is more
difficult because it has to take into consideration of the correct
functionrdity of the watermarked F. One method, c~d constraint-
based watemrting, translates the to-be-embeddd signature into
a set of additionti constraints during the d~igu and implementation
of P in order to uniquely encode the signature into the P. ~s has
been effectively appfied at the level of behavior[6], logic synthesis
and physic~ desigu[7], as weUas in FPGA [9].

Random graphs play a very important role in many fields of
computer science. me two most frquenfly occurring models of
random graphs are ~(n, M) and ~(n, p). me first consists of
dl graphs with n vertices and M edges, the second consists of
rdl graphs with n vertices and the dgm are chosen independently
with probablfity p(O < p < 1). We will focus on the swond
model and use thwe conventiomd notations: G*,P for au element
Ofg(n, p), q= 1 –p, b= ;. a(G.,p) is the independent number
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of ~ph Gn,P (i.e., the maximal cardimdhy of independent sets.),
and X(G.,P) denotes the chromatic number of Gn,p O.e., the ndfi-

mum number of colors rquired to color the graph.). For almost dl
graphs G~,p, we have [2]:

(1) @(Gn,P) = (2 + ‘(1)) l“gb n

(2) x( Gn,p) = (i + o(1))*

The graph (vertex) coloring problem is to label the vertim of a
graph with ruinimd number of colors such that vertices connected
by an edge are not labelled with the same color. In the next two
sections, we propose two techniques for watermarking the GC, and
lay out the theoreticrd framework of technique evaluation through
the analysis of these two techniques.

3 Watermarting Technique #1 — Adding Edges

Given a graph G(V, E) and a message M to be embeddd in G. We
order the vertices set V = (UO,VI, .... an-1) and Convefi tie mm-

sage to binary (e.g. using ASC~ M = moml . . . . The message
fl~is embedded into the graph G as follows:

InpuC a gmph G(V, E),
a~sage Af = moml . . .

Outpu& new,Smphtiti message M emWded
Algonti

copy G(V, E) toG’(V, E’);
foreach tit ~i

{ fid the nwmt NO vesd= V;l, Vi2 that
ase not connwted to vmx vi;
if mi = Oadd edge (vi, Vil) toE’
eke add edge (vi, U;2) to E’

rep!fl gsaph G’(V, E’);

Figure 1: Pseudo code for watermarking technique #1.

By the nearest two vertices ~il and wi2 which are not Comectd

to vertex Vi, we mean that iZ > il > i (mod n), the edges
(~i,~i1),(~t,~i2) @ E ~d (~i,~j) ~ E fordl i < j < iljil <
j < i2 (mod n). The essence of this technique is that by adding
an extra edge between two vertices chosen based on the message
to be embedded, these two vertices have to be colored by different
colors that may not be necessary in the originrd graph G.

Figure 2shows a graph where message 199810 = 111110011102
has been embedded by the dotted edges.

Figure 2 Example for watermarking technique #1.

We take the fo~owing basic assumptions for the simplicity of a
non-trivial analysis.

● the graph is a random graph G~,p,

● the message to be embedded is random, and
● to color Gn,p, we need exactiy x colors, where x is given by

(3) X(G.,P) = r- 1

It follows immediately that after embedding k bits into the graph
G~,p by adding k extra edgm according to the watermark, the re-
sulting graph remains random with the same number of vertices
and anew edge probablfi~

(4) P’ = P + .(::1)

So formtia (3) for the chromatic number still holds, we denote
tils number by x’. The overketi is defind to be X’ – X, i.e., the
number of extra colors used to color the waterrnsrkd graph.

Intuitively, the more information we embed, the more color we
may rquire to mark the graph. One naturrd quation is: how much
information can we embed into the graph without introducing a
large amount of overhead?

~eorem 3.1
Adding k(n) dges to a random graph G~,p, Fn+mx’ – x = ~
if and osdy if k(n) c w(n log n).

CoroUary 3.2
* = 1, thenAdding k(n) edges to graph G~,p, if ~i~+~ .,. ~

fin+mx’ – X S 1 + r+l. kparticular, ifk(n) e o(nlogn),
the overhead is at most 1.

Gn+mx’ – x measures the absolute value o! overhead, art-

other mwure for the overhead could be ~~+~ ~. It is easy
to prove that ~n+m ~ = Oiff k(~) ~ o(~2).

By enforcing a pair of vertices to be labelled with different
color, we embed one bh of our signature. The next question is:
how many bits do we need to embd to provide a strong proof of
our signa~e?

Theorem 3S
Adding k(n) dges to a random graph G~,p, let & be the event that

these tigw are added randotiy, then timn+~ Prob[&] = Oif
k(n) ~ u(*).

To summarize the “ding edges” watermarking technique, we
see if we add k(n) c w(= ) n o(n log n) extra edgm into graph

Gn,p, ~ n goes large, arbitrarily high crediblfity can be achieved
with at most l-color-overhead. More precisely, we define the wa-
temark potentially adding edges) for graph Gn,p:

(5) WP(G.,P) = x(G.,P) – -

This function describes the power of the “ding edges” water-
marking technique on random graphs.

4 Watermarting Technique #2 — Selecting MIS

A maximal independent set ~) of a graph is a subset,S, of ver-
tices such that vefices in S are not connected and those not in S
are connected to at least one vertex of S. This second technique
takes advantage of the fact that vertices in one MS can be Iabelld
with ofly one color.

Given a graph G(V, E) and a message M to be embedded in
G. We order the vertices set V = (VO, al, . . . . v~-1 ) and convert
the message to bin~ (e.g. using ASC~ M = moml . . . . The

message M is embedded into the graph G as shown in Figure 3.
The MS containing M is constructed in the following way

the vertex vi, where i is equal to the vahre of the first [log2 n] bits
of M, is selectd as the first vertex of the ~S. Once vi has been
selected, rdl its neighbors cannot be in the same ~S, so we cut
them as well as vi itself. The remaining vertices are reorderd and
the process continues. When we get a ~S, we color it with one
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a~sage &f = mom~ . . .
Outpuk new graph with message M embedded
Algorithm:
currenLgraph= origin&gmph G(V, E);
pretious-graph = CWenL~p&
hlIS = @,
do
{if (currenLgraphis emp~)

{ currerrLgraph= pretious~h - h~S;
pre~ious-graph= currenL~pk
repotiAIN,
hlIS = d:

} ‘“
if (cmenLgmph hm more tha 2 \,ertiw or is connected)
{ find the vertt~ wcomporting to the nmt Llog, nj

tits of hf. u,here m is the sim of the currentgmph.
cut v md dl its ndghbora from tie currentgmph.
currenLgmph= currcnL~ph - {v mrdits neighbors};
hlIS = hflS + v;
reorder the verdw in currenLgmpti
adt~m mmsage Af.

} eke
hlfs = hUS + C~enL~pk

}Mtile(Jf is not empy)
repoti the cmenL~pk

Figure 3: Pseudo code for watermarking technique #2,

color, remove it from the originrd graph and start constructing a
second MS if Jf has not been completely embddd.

A small example of an 1l-node graph with the embedded mes-
sage 199810 = 11111OO111OZis shown in Figure 4, where we
color the graph with three colors {VI,V4,v7, v1o}, {vo,V2, V5, ~6},
and {v3, vs, v9}.

Figure 4 Example for watermarking technique #2.

If we apply the algorithm in Figure 3 on a random graph Gn,p,
the first vertex can be selected arbitrarily, and its pn neighbors win
be eliminated. So there will be at most (1 – p)n = qn vertices
qualified for the second vertex of the same ~S. In generrd, we
have

Lemma 4.1
For rdmost dl random graph Gn,P, the first MS constructed by this
technique is of size log~ n, where b = ~.

To get a crdlbiti~ watermark, we have to add u(A,Og~ ) edges
by the first technique, here we ordy n~ to selwt one MS inten-
tionrdly as:

Theorem 4.2
Given a random graph Gn,P, select an MS as in Figure 3, let&
be the event that events that this MS is chosen randondy, then
lim.+~ Prob [~] = O. Furthermore, this introduces at most 1-
color-overhead.

How much information have we embedded in this MS? By se-
lecting one vertex from an n-vertex graph, we can embd [logz n]

bits. From Lemma 4.1, at most logz n log~ n bits of information
could be embedded into the MS. To embd long messag~, we
have to construct more ~Ses, which may restit in huge overhead.

Theorem 4S
Given a random graph G.,P, select k(n) ~Ses as in Figure 3, then

the overhead is at most k(n) and on average at least ~.

CoroU~ 4.4
Given a random graph Gn,P, selmt one MS as in Figure 3, let S
be the event that this MS is chosen randondy. Wso for the same
origin~ graph G.,P, add k(n) edges as in Figure 1, let &’ be the
event that these edges are added randody. We have

(6) ~in+m Prob [S] < ~in+~ Prob [&’]

for d k(n) C o(nlogn).

5 Experimental Results

The main gord of our experiment is to compare the diffictity of
coloring the original graph vs. the watermarked graph, as well as
the qutity of the solution. For this purpose, we choose three ~es
of graph~ mdom graphs G.,p, graphs generated from rerd-fife
benchmarks, and the DMCS challenge graphs.

For each type of graphs, we do the simtiation in three steps: (1)
color the originrd graph, (2) apply the watermarking twhniques to
embed a random message, (3) color the watermark graph. Each
graph is colord 10 times and the average rmdt is reportd. M
experiments are conducted on 200MHz UltraSparc~ md 40 MHz
SPARC 4 processors using the dgonthm in [S]. The same parame-
ters are usd for the origimd and watermark graph.

ti~nrd Adting Adtirrg Selecting Selecting
Gn,o.5 n Mgw 2n Mges 1 hffs 2 hflSes

n color color mesg color m-g color m~g color rncsg

125 19 19 125 19 250 19 42 19 24
Do 30 30.2 =0 30.2 500 30 80
500

30.1 144
50.1 50.4 5m 50.6 1000 50.2 81 50.6 162

1000 85.8 86 lm 86.8 Zm 86 110 86 210

Table 1: Coloring the watermark Gn,o.5.

Table 1shows the restits on random graphs G.,0.5, and the cor-
responding watermark graphs by adding n and 2n random dges
or by selecting the first two ~Ses. me columns labeled color are
the average numbers of colors on 10 trials for each instance, while
the columns mesg measure the amount of information (in bits) be-
ing embtidd in the graph. We do not list the optimal solutions
from the 10 trials for ach instance due to the space constraint,
however, it is worth mentioning here that ody in one case, di~t
we find an optimrd solution with no overhwd, that is when we add
one 2~-bit-message into G1ooo,o.5.

Ori@af G.,p Adtig Adding Selectig Selecdrsg
n P color n ages 2n Mges 1 Ms 2 Mses

125 0.9 ti 49.1 52 47 47.3
250 0.9 77.9 79 82 77.2 77
250 0.1 9 9.1 9.8 9 9.8
500 0.1 13.9 14 14.2 14 14.2

Table 2 Coloring other watermark G.,p.

Table 2 is the restit on densdsparse random graphs. For dense
graphs G~,o.9, there is not much space left to add extra edges, so
it is expensive to watermark dense graphs by adding edges. On
the other hand, the size of MS for dense graph is relatively smd,



Original htance
Instance Vertices I ages

w

Opti Select One MIS Select Two MISW
coloring Vertices Overhead Vertices Overh~d

65 ..- 229 0 231 0
--- ---- 30 451 i 90 0 92 0
125 8688 30 425 0 64 0 66 0

——--- ... . . . * 18707 54 864 0 347 0 349 0
irrithx.i.2.col G5 13979 31 645 0 89 0 91 0
initi.i.3.col 621 13969 31 621 0 64 0 66 0
mrdsol.i.l.col 197 3925 49 197 0 61 0 63 0
mutsol.i.2.col 188 3885 31 188 1 17 0 19 0
mukol.i.3.col 184 3916 31 184 1 12 0 14 0
mulsol.i.4.col 185 3946 31 185 0 12 0 14 0
mukol.i.5.col 186 3973 31 186 0 12 0 14 0
zeroin.i.1.col 211 4100 49 211 0 87 0 89 0
zeroin.i.2.col 211 3541 30 211 0 56 0 58 0
zeroin.i.3.col 206 3540 30 206 0 51 0 53 0

Table 3: Coloring watermarked red-life benchmarks.

therefore very limited information can be embdded by selecting
hflSes. For sparse graphs G~,o.1, both twhniqtres perform well.

When applying to the on-line chdenge graphs at the DMCS
site [5], for the graph with 1000 vertic~ and 499652 dges which
implies an edge probability stighfly larger than 0.5, we restrict the
run-time to 1 hour and get the resdts from 10 trials shown in Ta-
ble 4. In the 10 trials for the original graph, we do find two S5-
color solutions and the average number of colors is 86.1. The sec-
ond column is the amount of information on bits) being added into
the graph. The last column shows the probability of coincidence,
where low coincidence means high crdbllity. One can see both
methods provide high crdlblhty with litie degradation of the so-
lution’s quflity.

Edges Added Information colors Overhead Coincidence
o 0 86.1 -

.-

hlIS Selected hforruation colors Overhead Coincidence

~ ‘; ‘i i i

Table 4 Coloring the waterruarkd DMCS benchmark.

GC has a lot of applications in rd life, for example, the register
allocation problem, the cache-fine coloring problem, wavelength
assignment in optical networks, and channel assignment in ce~ukrr
systems.

The instances of GC based on register relocation of variables
in red codes and the optimrd solutions are available at [11]. We
watermark these graphs and then color them. Thefiso12 and irritk
instances are colored in 1 N 3 minutes, while the others are dl
colored in less than 0.5 minute.

Table 3 reports the details. The first four columns shows the
characteristic of the original graph and the known optimrd solutiom
the next two are for tectique #1, showing the number of dges
(information in bits) being embeddd and the overhead the r~t
are for technique #2, where the Vertices columns are the number
of vertices in the selected ~S(es). Again, in rdmost dl examples,
there is no overhead.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we build the first theoretical framework for amdyzing
waterrnarking techniques. We propose two techniques for water-
marking the graph coloring problem, which are provably capable
to provide high credibility with at most l-color overhead for large
graphs. Asymptotic formulae are given on the amount of informa-
tion that can be embeddd into the graph without too much over-
head as well as the amount of information that should be embed-
dti to provide high crdlbihty. Wso, we watermark and then color
a large range of graphs from random graphs, D~ACS chdenge
graphs to graphs generatd from red life problems. With the same
amount of run-time as that for the original graphs, for almost dl
instances, we obtain the optimfl solution with no overhead.
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